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Let’s set the pace . . . Go Roadrunners!
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I don’t know about you, but raising kids is tough and there is no handbook. However, there are
some great resources available to parents with practical advice. This month we are starting a
Love and Logic Parent Class that will run for 6 weeks, starting March 17th. Below is an article
written by Dr. Charles Fay, one of the co-founders of Love and Logic. Here is a taste of what
Love and Logic is all about.
When your kids act up, does your voice get louder or quieter? When I'm having a
good day - and I'm practicing what I preach - my voice gets softer. From years of
observing successful parents and educators, I learned the value of leaning close to
a child's ear and whispering a question:
Are you going to settle down, or do you need to spend some time in your room?

3/18 - Rm 9 Field Trip to
Race Track

Can you use a quiet voice in here or would it be best for you eat outside so you
can yell?

3/18 - School Site
Council Meeting
(2:45pm)

Do you think you can play with that nicely, instead of hitting your brother with
it?

3/25 - Rm 8 Field Trip to
Race Track
3/27 - Jog-A-Thon
(Info to come)
3/27 - Report cards go
home
4/6-4/10 - No School
(Spring break)
4/13 - PTA Meeting
(6:15 pm)
4/15 - Choir
Performance and
Honorary Service
Awards
(7—8:30 pm)
4/24 - School Carnival

There's true power in the quiet voice! I teach the importance of making discipline
look easy, even when our kids are taking limit-testing to the limit. When we can
handle things with a whisper, our kids begin to reason, "Wow! If Mom handled me
that easily, what else does she have up her sleeve?"
While there are times when it's appropriate to raise our voices a bit, doing it too
often trains our children to respond only when we're flexing our vocal cords. I
don't know about you, but this wears me out! I think I'd rather whisper and then
prove to my kids that I'll follow up with actions rather than words. I heard this
example from a Love and Logic dad:
Last week I whispered to my four-year-old, "You may keep the toys you pick up."
That afternoon, I picked up the ones he left out, put them in the attic,and kept my
mouth shut. Yesterday, I whispered the same thing, and he yelled, "No! I'll pick
them up!" And he did!
Thanks for reading! Our goal is to help as many families as possible.
Dr. Charles Fay
If you would like to learn more about Love and Logic please check out their website http://
www.loveandlogic.com/. I look forward to our Love and Logic time together. I learn something
new every time I attend one of these sessions. The advice is so practical and even works on
teenagers. I hope to see you there!
Mrs. Popovich
Principal, Camino Grove

PTA PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Dear Camino Grove Parents, Students, and Families,
Thank you to all who participated in the Right Response First Aid Kits
Winter Fundraiser! We sold almost 150 kits, bringing in just over $1,500
in fundraising proceeds.
The February “Can You Help?” Food Drive was also a huge success,
bringing in over 1,500 cans for needy families and individuals here in
Arcadia. The kids earned an extra early morning recess to “start their day
off right” on March 6 as their reward for passing the goal of bringing in at
least 1,200 cans.
The CPK and Rubio’s Resaurant Nights were a lot of fun for the families
who attended. We’ll have one more for the year on May 14 – location still
yet confirmed (possibly Chuck-E-Cheese) – save the date!
Our Dinner and a Magic Show Family Fun Night was a wild success!
Over 400 meals and over 600 magic show tickets were purchased, netting
our PTA $2,500 from the event. The crowd was great and everyone had
an amazing time! We also donated over $500 to the In-N-Out
Foundation for abused and neglected children from our ticket sales.
We also held a well-attended Community Safety Forum on March 3 at
the Dana MPR along with the Dana PTSA and Longley Way PTA.
Looking forward, we have the Jog-A-Thon coming up on March 27, the
Spring Choir Concert and PTA Honorary Service Awards at the Arcadia
Performing Arts Center on the night of April 15, and the much-loved
Spring Carnival on April 24.
You can contact Ernie Tsui
(ettsui@hotmail.com) if you’re interested in helping with Jog-A-Thon and
Susan Lew (swjlew@yahoo.com) if you’re interested in helping with
Carnival.
We will also be celebrating Staff Appreciation Week May 4-8 with
parent-donated food for lunches and snacks throughout the week.
Please contact the chairpersons Regina Shay and Riona Fujinaga
(reegeeshay@yahoo.com and mahea@me.com) if you would be
interested in donating some items to show our teachers how much we
appreciate them!
The Penny Wars competition will be back May 18-22, so start saving your
change! On Open House Night on May 21, we will be inviting Togo’s to
cater with packed-to-order sandwich meals. We will again have Bring
Your Family to Lunch Days on May 26 (for grades TK/K-3) and May 28
(for grades 4-5). We will see the return of our free Family Fun Night
“Movie Night Under the Stars” on June 5. We will finish out the year
with our Breakfast with Dad event on June 9.
Lastly, I would like to welcome the incoming PTA President, Audrey
Her, and the incoming executive board as well, all of whom were elected
at the March 9 PTA meeting. I know they will do a fantastic job!
Sincerely,
Jennifer Vargo, Camino Grove PTA President, cgpta.president@gmail.com

PTA Board Members 20142015
Principal
President
Executive V.P.
1st V.P. Programs
2nd V.P. Publicity
3rd V.P. Room Reps
4th V.P. Membership
5th V.P. Ways & Means
6th V.P. Legislation
Recording Secretary
Corresponding Secretary
Financial Secretary
Treasurer
Maritato
Parliamentarian
Historian
Auditor

Danae Popovich
Jennifer Vargo
Audrey Her
Lisa Longo
Lauren Shalabi
Jonie Tsuji
Jennifer Shiuan
Ernie Tsui
Jill Hokanson
Joy Cheng
Regina Shay
Jelin Truong
Christine
Pearl Cheung
Kari Holmes
Valma Kwong

PTA MEETINGS
2014-2015
Meetings completed:
August 27 Meet & Greet — 9 am
September 8 — 6:15 pm*
October 13 — 9:00 am
November 10 — 6:15 pm*
January 12 — 9:00 am
February 9—6:15 pm*
March 9—9:00 am
Meetings still to come:
April 13 — 6:15 pm*
May 11 — 9:00 am
* A proctor will be on hand at night PTA
meetings to watch school-age children.

PTA President’s Fun Search:
Look
for
the
baby
roadrunner with balloons
like this ————————>
throughout the issue. Have
your parent email me with
the number you counted (including
the one right here), your name, and
your teacher’s name. If you’ve got
the right number, you’ll get a little
prize from me!
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PTA NEWS
*~*~* Volunteers of the Month February 2015 *~*~*
Every month PTA honors some of our many, many wonderful volunteers for their special recent contributions.
The volunteers receive a small gift and a special parking space to use during the month.

Christine Maritato
Christine is serving as co-chair of the 5th grade yearbook for the second
time. She did it for the first time with her daughter two years ago.
Christine doesn’t just go through the motions in putting together the
yearbook. She works hard to make sure all kids are included and that
every picture is cropped just right to frame perfectly faces and actions!
She also goes the extra mile by laying out the yearbook herself (vs. using a
yearbook company) to try to keep the costs for 5th grade families down. In
addition, Christine is serving on the Executive Board as Treasurer for the
second year in a row. In that position, she manages all of Camino Grove
PTA’s books and records, meticulously tracking funds as they move in and
out and also making sure all of our important paperwork is filed with the government and up the PTA chain
to Arcadia Council PTA. Christine is ultra-meticulous in her work and we will be very sorry to lose her next
year as her youngest will be graduating from Camino Grove in June. Christine is mother to 5th grader Ryan in
Mrs. Kim’s class and 7th grader Ashley at Dana.

Regina Shay
Regina is serving as co-chair of the 5th grade yearbook, working hand-in-hand
with Christine on layout and design. When you open up your yearbooks at the
end of the year, all of the flair and style will be thanks to Regina! Regina’s eye
for design make her the envy of many Pinterest lovers. Regina is also serving as
co-chair for our Staff Appreciation Week this year and is already busy making
preparation for that. As if that wasn’t enough, Regina also serves as our PTA
corresponding secretary, graphic designer for all our PTA flyers, and on the Art
Docent Program committee. Regina is mother to Thomas in Mrs. Bengford’s 5th
grade class, Rachel in Mrs. Fernandez and Mrs. Luckey’s 1st grade class, and
future Camino Grove Roadrunner, Tobias.

Macy Zeng
Macy Zeng is chairperson for 5th grade activities. She plans and coordinates
the t-shirts, promo bowling party, certificates, and everything else that
makes 5th grade promotion such a special experience for our kids. She also
gives back to the school in numerous other ways, including playing
accompaniment on piano for the winter program. She spent hours
rehearsing with the kids to make sure the performance went off without a
hitch. She continues to advise the Art Docent Program committee this year
after stepping down from her position after re-launching the program last
year. Macy has also served many years as a room parent at Camino Grove
for both of her kids. She is mother to 5th grader Clinston in Mrs. Bengford’s
class and 7th grader Shyanne at Dana Middle School.
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*~*~* Volunteers of the Month March 2015 *~*~*
Nerida Gonzalez
Nerida has picked up the responsibility of teaching the TK class art lessons despite the
fact that she does not have a child in that class. It’s always impressive to see someone
extending her love to so many children beyond her own. Nerida prepared her lessons
with attention to every detail and carried out the lessons with great enthusiasm. Nerida
is also a very talented cook. Her Italian-style pasta dish for the staff and teacher lunches
last trimester caused a little commotion in the teacher’s lounge. Everyone wondered
who Nerida was and asked for her recipe. She illustrates how an artist cooks, by waking
up people’s palettes with her amazing food. In addition, Nerida volunteered in the
workroom on a weekly basis during the first half of the year and now is working
afternoon carpool duty twice a week. Next year, Nerida will step up to be the executive vice president for PTA.
We know she will do a great job. Nerida is mother to Naomi Stillitano in Mrs. Tallon’s 3rd grade class

Priyanka Andrew
Priyanka joined the Art Docent Program with a passion for art. She
recognizes the importance of art education for young children and tries
her very best to provide that opportunity for the children of Camino
Grove. She has been meticulous in her work – going through the
curriculum very carefully, visiting the art room before her lessons to make
sure the supplies are available, and communicating very clearly with the
aides as to how she wants to run the lesson. When she teaches, she is
always looking for ways to improve the experience for the next class.
Priyanka has stepped up to be on the Art Docent Program committee next
year. Unsurprisingly, Priyanka is already working with the other committee members in planning for next
year’s program. Priyanka also dedicates one morning a week to working as a volunteer in the workroom as
well. Priyanka is mother to Divyanka Addy in Mrs. Daniels’ 1st grade class.

Kellee Sung
Kellee joined the Art Docent Program this school year and surprised us by
her training as an art teacher. She is very knowledgeable and humble at the
same time. Due to her schedule with her younger child in kindergarten,
Kellee was willing to teach one art lesson a day throughout a week to fulfill
her duty as an art docent teacher. Even though Kellee has a very soft voice
and demeanor, her passion for teaching art is firm and solid. Like Priyanka,
she also has a very meticulous style of working. She prepares everything to
her best ability. For example, for the lesson on Georgia O’Keeffe, she insisted
on cutting fresh flowers from her garden for the children (instead of artificial
flowers) so they could have close contact with the real objects that they
were to draw. The Art Docent Program is very lucky to have Kellee stay with
us and continue teaching. She will be teaching some clay work lessons in the coming months. Kellee is
mother to Ashlee Sung in Mrs. Giammalva’s 3rd grade class, as well as Jonathan, a 7th grader at Foothills and
Ethan, a kindergartner at Highland Oaks.
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Camino Has Character Awards
Each year one or two students from each classroom in grades TK – 5 are
chosen every two months or so for the Camino has Character A ward. The
recipients receive these awards by demonstrating one of the Six Pillars of
Character (Trustworthiness, Caring, Fairness, Respect, Citizenship, &
Responsibility). This year’s second group of recipients received their
award certificates at a special assembly in February. They are:

3rd Grade
Joseph Wong – Respect
Shannon Kaw – Respect
Manuel Galaviz – Respect
Maya Budiman – Caring

TK & Kindergarten
Adam Nahouli – Fairness
Victor Zhou – Responsibility
Oliver Asuncion – Responsibility

Monica Moreno – Respect
Channing Huang – Trustworthiness
Manny Martinez – Respect
Hannah Hokanson -Trustworthiness

Franklin Ong – Respect
Jayden Morales – Responsibility
John Huynh – Caring
1st Grade
Ethan Luc – Responsibility
Valerie Vuong – Caring
Theo Truong – Responsibility
Kristin Chuang – Trustworthiness
Aidan Perania – Trustworthiness
Faith Huang – Responsibility
2nd Grade
Emily Truong – Responsibility
Jade Lopez – Caring
Hannah Chao – Citizenship
Calvin Si – Respect
Natalie Huang – Respect
Johan Thomas – Caring
Phoebe Cho – Trustworthiness
Olivia Hamblen – Citizenship
Eliana Chen – Trustworthiness

4th Grade
Mason Taylor – Responsibility
Charlene Ng – Citizenship
Aidan Calvillo – Caring
Kaitlyn Kwong – Responsibility
Allison Bernardini—Respect
Shannon Cheng – Respect
AJ Piereson – Trustworthiness
Michelle Duan – Trustworthiness
Spencer Vargo – Trustworthiness
5th Grade
Celine Jiang – Responsibility
Aaron Huang – Fairness
Elise Fong – Responsibility
Thomas Shay – Respect
Natan Long – Citizenship
Reagan Teng – Responsibility
Christina Yao – Trustworthiness
Anthony Wong – Responsibility
Colin Kelliher – Respect

William Huang – Trustworthiness
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Why Do I Enjoy Chairing the Art Docent Program?
By Audrey Her (Mother of Natalie Huang, 2nd grade)
Throughout my children’s school years, I have taken on several positions within PTA. Of all the positions, I
have enjoyed chairing the Art Docent Program at Camino Grove the most. I would not call myself an artist or a
teacher. However, teaching art to children has almost become addictive to me. I enjoy every bit of the process and
learn tremendously from the children. I would like to take this chance to share my experiences here and, hopefully,
encourage the parents who are interested in teaching art to children to take on this rewarding responsibility.
I grew up in a rural village in Taiwan. During that time, education resources were very limited and school
children had to go through severe competitions of exams to get to the next level of education. In this kind of testoriented learning environment, art, music, and P.E. were often the first three classes to go when more and more tests
were imposed on us.
However, I was very lucky to still have art lessons at school with a great art teacher throughout my middle
school years. He was a very quiet man who happened to live across the street from my family. I would never have
guessed that he could be so funny when inside a classroom. Anything he saw was almost comical and he would
express his perception in an eerily “cold” manner. While the whole class was roaring with laughter, he was always cool
and collected. What I remembered the most was on the first day of each semester, he would announce that everyone in
the class already got an A+ because he believed our creativity and sense of aesthetic were beyond measure. Once in a
while, he would tell us not to take the “measurable,” meaning scores or ranking, too seriously.
His relaxed approach to art really opened up a safe space for us and allowed some fresh breezes to breathe
through our young minds. It set the tone of my life-long relationship with art as always being “open,” “complete,” and
“fun.” I remembered that he could pick up any artwork done by us and started appreciating it with a great sense of
humor. He embraced every piece of artwork wholeheartedly and showered us with solid, not empty, compliments. He
was not afraid to show us that he was amazed, stunned, or moved by the beauty that he saw in our artwork. As I look
back on this experience, I would say that I am still incapable of creating a beautiful painting or do a perfect portrait of
someone. However, I would say that I was taught in such a manner that I was not intimidated by the process of creating
art and I was encouraged to see beauty in anything I see. That alone already enriches my life with such a sense of
wonder.
As years went by, the middle school girl that I was grew into a mother to two children, living in Arcadia,
California. As I accompany my children growing up every step of the way, I find myself very lucky to be involved in
other children’s growth as well through my participation in PTA. When I heard about the Art Docent Program being
brought back to Camino Grove two years ago, I immediately said yes to being involved. When last year’s chairperson,
Macy Zeng, was looking for someone to take over the chair position, I found myself having a hard time NOT to say
yes again. It has turned out to be a much more beautiful journey than I could ever have imagined. I enjoy preparing the
lesson, googling up the images of a certain artist’s artworks, reading up the biographical information of that artist, and
figuring out how to present his/her story in class. I enjoy teaching the children. When they do their art, their minds are
open, receptive, and vulnerable all at the same time. A compliment ignites the spark in their eyes and a humorous
comment from an adult brings a knowing smile to their faces. Seeing again and again that their creativity and sense of
aesthetic are beyond any measure has been the best reminder of our true nature. It is indeed a privilege for me, a
person who considers herself neither an artist nor a teacher, to witness the blossoming of thirty-two children in that
little art room of ours.
Camino Grove is so lucky to have a wonderful committee consisting of five art-loving mothers running the Art
Docent Program. We are blessed to be provided an art room by the school. We are sufficiently funded by our PTA. We
have the best curriculum designed by former school teachers, Joy Cheng and Regina Shay. We have the most
supportive crew in Nancy, Moon, and Lien. We work as a happy team and always look for ways to improve. We hope
more parents will step up to teach or participate in assisting the art lessons. What might look like just a one-hour art
lesson might have the power to sustain its impact throughout a life time, just the impact of my time with my art teacher
thirty years ago. I would encourage you to give yourself the freedom of not having to be perfect because perfection is
just an idea in measurement. After all, we all are immeasurable. And that’s exactly why I enjoy chairing the Art
Docent Program.
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Art Docent Program Volunteers 20142014-2015
Priyanka Andrew

Jyotsna Gudivada

Lynn Shih

Elizabeth Arellano

Helen HanHan-Liu

Jennifer Shiuan

Renee Bannoura

Audrey Her

Kellee Sung

Becky Carter

Kayko Holle

Ellen Tan

Julie Chae

Randy Hsiao

Vivian Tan

Joy Cheng

Lien Huynh

Edith Torres

Pearl Cheung

Angela Liang

Eva Tsui

Nancy Cho

Mary Ann Longo

Roxanne Turina

Lucy Deng

Stacy Molina

Jennifer Vargo

Vanessa Escobedo

Lina Myrvold

Clarisse Whisenand

Riona Fujinaga

Erika Rodriguez

Robert Wong

Norma Gharib

Moon Seo

Macy Zeng

Nerida Gonzalez

Regina Shay
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Thank You Notes From Our Camino Grove Staff
Just a few of the many thank you notes that the
PTA receives from our wonderful Camino Grove
teachers and staff.
The physical and financial
support of the PTA and parents of Camino Grove
make it possible for us to donate books, supplies,
etc. to our students and classrooms. So, thank
you for helping to better our school!

Congratulations to our 2015-2016 PTA Executive Board Elect!
President

Audrey Her

Recording Secretary

Jelin Truong

Executive Vice President

Nerida Gonzalez

Treasurer

Jennifer Vargo

1st VP of Communications

Riona Fujinaga

Financial Secretary

Jill Hokanson

2nd VP of Ways & Means

Pearl Cheung

Auditor

Kent Lai

3rd VP of Programs

Helen Han-Liu

Historian

Kari Holmes

4th VP of Room Reps

Jonie Tsuji

Corresponding Secretary

Regina Shay

5th VP of Membership

Ernie Tsui

Parliamentarian

Jennifer Shiuan

6th VP of Legislation

Malancha Ray-Patel

Thank you in advance for all of your hard work and your willingness to serve our community!
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Tidbits from Helen
By Helen Han-Liu (Mother of Elijah Han-Liu, 2nd grade)
Happy New Year, Camino Grove families and staff! Ok…I missed the Caminotes deadline (by a mile or
two). Since we didn’t have it in February…and I really wanted to contribute in January, I have a tidbit of
advice to share especially appropriate to the New Year. So, please consider this a supplement to your
otherwise timely March Caminotes.
I love the New Year and resolutions (reasonable ones, mind you; not the kind you know you’re bound to
break by the second week into the year). It’s not my favorite holiday or anything, but I love it for the same
reasons I love Mondays (“Mondays?” you ask. “Don’t most people dread Mondays?”) Yes, Mondays. Monday
is my favorite day of the week! Every Monday is a fresh start, a new beginning, another chance to “get it
right” (or at least to get it “more right”); another opportunity “to be…” or “to do…”
Now for that tidbit… Most people know there are 52 weeks in a year (I’m reminding you because
sometimes having children dulls your senses a bit). If you do one little “project” each week, that is 52 projects
accomplished in a year, and if you do one “clear out” each week, that is 52 “clear outs” in a year. Just
imagine your house (condo/apartment/loft/garage/car/RV) a year from now. It won’t be so broken down
and so full of clutter. To get you motivated, I’ll share. My 1st week’s “project” was filling out the application
for my boys’ spring basketball leagues. You could fix a broken hinge, dust one set of blinds, repot a plant, or
whatever. My 1st week’s “clear out” was going through my husband’s clothes with him (we had picked up a
few new clothing items for him after Christmas, and he had been stating for a month prior that he had
some items for “Good Will”) So that was our 1st “clear out.” Now, flossing your teeth does not qualify for the
“projects accomplished” list (that goes on the “Things to Do Today” list). But, putting away Christmas
decorations qualifies, and if while you’re putting your decorations away, you run across a couple that you
decide you never cared for, and you put them in a bag for “Goodwill,” then you’ve done your 1st “clear out,”
too! Yea! Pat yourself on the back. Keep the list going. If you’re scheduled to go on vacation, double up on
“projects” the week before and on “clear outs” the week after. One “project” per week and one “clear out”
per week…how easy is that? There’s a reasonable New Year’s resolution for you!
Now, sit back and enjoy the warm weather (we actually need rainy weather). Forget about
“consumption” (either buying or eating stuff) and play a board game or read books out loud with your kids
instead.
By the time you read this, it’ll be time for Spring cleaning. So…Happy, Happy New Year, Chinese New Year,
and Spring!
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Students at Camino Grove Elementary School Celebrate Reading as Participants in
‘Read the Most Coast to Coast’
By Helen Simmons, 2nd grade teacher
Students at Camino Grove Elementary
School in Arcadia took part in a
nationwide effort to ‘‘Read the Most
Coast to Coast’’ on Friday, February 27.
They joined hundreds of thousands of
students across the country in the reading
celebration. The event was sponsored by
Renaissance Learning’s Accelerated
Reader program, the nations’ most widely
used on-line reading management
program for K-12 schools.
To add to the fun at Camino Grove, many
students and teachers came to school
dressed as characters from their favorite
books and brought books to school to
share with classmates. Donning Pippi
Longstocking attire made complete with
wired red braids, school principal Danae
Popovich visited classrooms to read Camino Grove teachers dressed in book character costumes gather in the
aloud her favorite Pippi Longstocking school quad to show their support for the reading celebration.
book. In expressing her enthusiasm about
the event, Popovich shared, “It was great watching the kids get excited about reading and taking their AR test. As they
finished with their test, they would watch the counter go up and shout, ‘That is my book!’”
This year, students nationwide read and passed on-line reading comprehension tests on an amazing 4,173,153 books that
day. All students who participated were eligible to receive a Certificate of National Participation.

Dressed as Pippi Longstocking, School Principal
Danae Popovich reads aloud her favorite Pippi
Longstocking book to a 2nd grade class at Camino
Grove.

Ms. Simmons and some 2nd grade characters.
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Safety Information:
What Parents Should Do in the Event of a Disaster While Your Child is at School
By Helen Han-Liu

With an 80-90% chance of a major earthquake hitting Southern California within the next 20 years and various other
possible critical events such as a lock down, active shooter on campus, or other threats to the school, it is important to
give parents peace of mind. If you were unable to attend Mrs. Popovich’s informative presentation on what parents
should do during a disaster while your child is at school, here is an overview of what she shared.
During a natural disaster, it is more than likely the school office will be CLOSED. Here are some tips Mrs. Popovich
gave to keep the children safe in the event of a natural disaster:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

When safe, the assembly area will be in the field south of the playground, or front parking lot.
Go to the gate on 6th Avenue near the tennis courts.
Fill out a release request form.
Remain near the outside gate, and DO NOT enter the campus.
Students will not be released until all emergency procedures have been completed.
Staff may not be able to help you immediately because they will be searching rooms, putting injured students in triage, etc…
Most importantly, please be patient, remain orderly and help others to stay calm.

It is not unusual for a school lock down to be implemented by the police department as a precautionary measure if there
is police activity in the area. Often there is no immediate threat to our students. During a school lockdown, here are
some of the things we need to do as parents in order to keep students and ourselves safe:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do not come on campus. If you do, you are endangering yourself.
Wait patiently because resources need to be focused on the safety of the children instead of being focused on you.
Do not call the school or police department.
The best way to get information is through social media.
Follow the police department and AUSD.
Sign up for Facebook, Twitter, Nixle, My PD app, and email/phone blasts.
Please make sure your students’ emergency cards are up to date, and be sure you list all adults who may possibly
pick up your child on the emergency card.
Have Camino Grove’s phone number listed as one of the contacts on your phone so you will recognize the number
when they call. (The school doesn’t call during school hours unless it’s important.)

Mrs. Popovich’s presentation laid out plans for us to know how to respond in times of crisis to help save lives and ensure
the safety of our children. During the “Great California Shake-out” students and staff got a chance to practice what they
need to do in the event of a disaster. Thank you, Mrs. Popovich, for educating and arming us with an effective action
plan that eliminates the fear of the unknown. It is her goal to help keep everyone, especially the children, at Camino
Grove, safe and sound with thoughtful planning.
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Camino Grove Basketball
The Camino Grove Boys Basketball season (sponsored by the Recreation Department)
recently came to an end with a win against Baldwin Stocker. Some of our students
received special awards:
Kai Tsuji – Coach’s Award
Elijah Huynh – Most Improved
Christopher Lee – Most Valuable Player
Congratulations to our team for doing so well this season!
Are You Receiving Camino Grove
Emails?

Target is Taking Charge of
Education

In an effort to cut down on paper,
Camino Grove often uses our List Serve
email system. We typically send out
emails regarding events at school at
least monthly, but often more than that.

Target Red Card or Visa card members
have the opportunity to help Camino
Grove. If you have one of these cards,
please take a few minutes to go to the
Target website and designate Camino
Grove to benefit from your Target
purchases.

If you are not receiving these email notices, you are missing out on valuable
information. It may be because you
haven’t provided your email address to
us, or it may have changed and needs to
be updated. Please contact the school
office if you are not receiving these
school emails and we will research and
update it for you.

Camino Grove recently received a
check for $331 from Target as a result
of our community selecting our school
to receive this benefit. These funds
help with additional supply purchases
to enhance instruction at Camino
Grove.
Many thanks to our
community!

Office Phone contact information:
626/821-8353
Office Email contact information:
ajoseph@ausd.net
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Our Voices Heard in Sacramento
By Kelsea Jeon and Briana Shen
Kelsea Jeon and Briana Shen are AHS students who were sponsored by Arcadia Council
PTA to go to the California State PTA Legislation conference in Sacramento in February.
They went along with 9 other adult Arcadia delegates (including members of Arcadia
Council PTA, the unit PTAs, the school board, and the school district administration). They
met with lawmakers and representatives from our government districts to discuss the
viewpoints and needs of the Arcadia community.

Usually, people are either asleep at 5 AM on a brisk Monday morning or they are crazy enough to be
awake and getting ready to board a plane in a few hours. Briana and I were the latter. Getting ready for an
experience of a lifetime, we joined Mrs. Prater, Mrs. Estuar, and Mrs. Chew and took off to Bob Hope
International Airport on February 9. After an hour long flight, we landed in Sacramento and let us tell you,
after seeing miles and miles of lush green grass, we wondered if we were in the same California we’ve
grown up in our entire lives. Fast forward a few hours, and were are in the same room as the superintendent
of the entire state of California and surrounded by dozens of parents and teachers who were passionate about
making a difference in the lives of students. We heard speakers address topics ranging from the economics
of California’s education system to the new Common Core standards. But the most inspiring speaker was
Ron Bennett, Chief Executive Officer of School Services of California and a man who lobbied for education
reforms. He mentioned that although California ranks as the world’s eighth largest economy, it ranks 46th in
the nation for its education. As shocking as this was, however, Bennett explained that there was a solution to
California’s poorly ranking schools. Overall, the CA’s budget plan supplied money for schools that needed
more funding, but only offered a meager amount, an amount not nearly enough to make significant
improvements. The solution lied in local control of funds.
As interesting as the budget was, the best part of the two-day conference was visiting the State
Capitol building on Tuesday. We heard Assembly members and State Senators speak about funding for
education, and there were many different viewpoints: those that wanted less money to be allocated to
schools and those that wanted more money for schools. The different perspectives were a trend that even
occurred when Arcadia PTA members privately spoke with Senators Carol Liu and Ed Hernandez and
Assembly member Ed Chau. As a former educator, Senator Liu was sympathetic towards Arcadia’s cause
for providing funding for the base. When we spoke to her from a student’s perspective, we put everything
into perspective when we addressed the problem of cutting ROP programs with the little funding provided
for Arcadia schools in the base funds. However, on the other hand, not all the representatives were as
understanding as Senator Liu. Senator Hernandez had a brief meeting with our PTA group, which consisted
of faculty, parents, and even Assistant Superintendent Wilson, but Senator Hernandez displayed only firm
opposition to Arcadia’s need for funding the base. Shortly after meeting with Senator Hernandez, our group
lastly met with Assembly member Ed Chau. When asked how Arcadia is working to solve issues with
funding, we replied: “If the parents support Arcadia schools by passing a tax providing school funding, the
teachers take a cut to their salaries opposed to letting Arcadia have more furlough days, and the students self
-fund for many organizations on campus, and we’re still falling short, then we need help because our
resources have been scrapped to the bare minimum.” It is truly inspiring to see how close-knit Arcadia is as
a community, and how staff members are willing to make sacrifices for their fellow faculty. Our experience
at Sacramento was truly eye-opening because we learned the value of community unity and compassion for
others. Not everyone will carry the same viewpoints as us, but it does not hurt to express our opinions and
fight for what we believe in. So, Arcadia PTA, we thank you for giving us the experience of a lifetime.
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Got Rhythm!
On Friday, March 6th, Camino Grove students were treated to a wonderful assembly presented by the Music
Center of Los Angeles County and sponsor ed by Cam ino Gr ove PTA.
Got Rhythm! is a captivating dance and music performance based in the indigenous American art form of
rhythm tap dance. Channing Cook-Holmes, tap dancer and drummer extraordinaire, presented rhythm tap in
its purest form with live instrumentation. Our students got a contemporary look at the origins of tap dance
and the masters of the art, which featured drums, bass, and keyboards. Channing, along with the ensemble
interacted with and engaged the students in rhythm making and encouraged each of them to discover the tap
dancer or musician inside.
Thank you to our wonderful PTA for sponsoring this engaging, fun program!

Help Camino Grove get Free
Supplies from Office Depot
Do you shop at Office Depot? Well every time
you do, they will give our school 5% back in
credit for FREE SUPPLIES. It’s so easy!! Just
give them our school’s 5% Back to School ID
number: 70005674
Because of everyone’s support over the past few
months, we received Office Depot credit
amounting to more than $100!!
Thank you for your support of Camino Grove!!

Jog-A-Thon is
coming!
Friday
March 27, 2015
14

Dinner and a Magic Show Family Fun Night
We had a spectacular evening with over 400 meals and 600 magic show tickets sold, netting more than $2,500
from the event. We were also able to donate over $500 to the In-N-Out foundation for Abused and Neglected
Children from our ticket sales. It was a great night for our students and their families to get together and enjoy
an evening with one another. Thank you to all the parent volunteers and PTA who put their time and energy
into making this night so much fun.
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Mark your calendars for our
annual spring carnival...

A flyer that just looks like
this was sent home with
every student in midOctober with the Subway Fundraiser business card
attached. You can use that card over and over ALL
YEAR LONG (until the end of June 2015) to earn 10% of
your purchase back to Camino Grove PTA! Extra cards
available at the front desk with Mrs. Heltsley.

Fairytales, Fables,
and Fantasy!
Friday, April 24th
2:35 PM -7:00 PM

Restaurant.com Fundraiser Available Until June 30, 2015!

For every $25 that you commit to this fundraiser, Camino Grove PTA
gets $12.50 and you get a $50 eGiftcard to spend at Restaurant.com for
discount deals at restaurants.

Some local restaurants that participate:
ARCADIA: Hai Di Lao Hot Pot, La Luna Negra, Nirvana Indian Cuisine
MONROVIA: Cafe Lumar, Noor's Indian Bistro, Sakura Sushi House
DUARTE: Villa Italia Ristorante, SR Indian, Don Reyes Mexican
PASADENA: La Fiesta Grande Mexican, Sitar Indian, Margarita Jones, Tibet
Nepal House, Kal's Mediterranean, Himalayan Cafe, Los Tacos, The Kitchen
Italian Cafe & Pizzeria, Brookside Restaurant, Vero's Restaurant
ONLINE: The Fruit Company, Mrs. Fields Online, Lobstergram.com
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